Online Dog Training Classes

**Virtual Puppy 1**
**Puppies 2 - 5 months old**
Socialization, manners, and puppies not fully vaccinated. Great for fearful dogs!

**Virtual Puppy 2**
**Puppies 5 - 8 months old**
Basic class for any age puppy. Socialization, recall, leash skills, attention games, focus.

**Teenage Troubles**
**Puppies 8 - 18 months old**
This special class is for high energy, excitable teenaged dogs.

**Virtual Family Dog 1**
**Dogs 12 months and older**
Basic manners for any dog. Sit, Down, Come, Recall, Leash Walking and much more.

**Reactive Rover Online**
**Any age dog**
Does your dog lunge and bark on leash when she sees other dogs, people, or anything that moves? This 8 week class will help you understand your dog's emotional reactions, and give you tools to help calm and train your dog for better behavior.

Enrich your bond with your best friend in a fun affordable class.
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